
The Big Bible Story resources are on the Diocese 
of Guildford website here 
www.cofeguildford.org.uk/education/
christian-distinctiveness/religious-education/
big-bible-story-resources
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The Bible is like a whole library of books 
written in different styles and for different 
audiences…but with all these different 
books, it’s really easy to forget that it 
actually tells one BIG story - God’s story 
- and his relationship with the world 
Christians believe he lovingly created. It 
takes the whole of the Bible to tell this 
story, and at the very centre of it all is God’s 
great big rescue plan, but let’s start where 
all stories should...at the very beginning!

The preface…
Way back in 2015 when the Understanding 
Christianity Resources were a small speck 
on the distant horizon, we carried out a 
major revision of the Diocese of Guildford 
primary RE guidelines. In our diocese, we 
have thirteen junior schools which admit 
children into year three from both church 
schools and community schools. This 
meant that as we planned the curriculum 
path we knew that not all children in key 
stage two would have followed our EYFS 
and key stage one curriculum. So year 
three must contain an overview of teaching 
about Christianity. We wrote a unit of work: 
‘How does the Bible Reveal God’s Plan?’ 
However as we piloted the new units we 
realised that many teachers did not know 
what we were talking about when we 
referred to God’s plan. Therefore, we decided 

to create a reflective story to help teachers 
to understand how the Bible fits together 
and actually tells one story.  

The story begins…
We gathered the props from our personal 
stores of random objects and wrote a 
script. In the script we were careful to keep 
returning to the theme of rescue that fitted 
with the RE unit we had written.  

We began to use the story with teachers in 
our training sessions and the reaction was 
always the same ‘oh yes, I’d never seen it 
like that before’, quickly followed by ‘can 
I borrow it to use with my staff?’ We could 
give teachers the script but not the props 
because we found we were both using this 
resource so frequently ourselves. 

The story continues…
The new SIAMS (Statutory Inspection of 
Anglican and Methodist Schools) schedule 
in 2018 includes the question ‘How well 
does RE help pupils to know about and 
understand Christianity as a living world 
faith through the exploration of core 
theological concepts...?’ As we began to 
unpick the new SIAMS schedule with RE 
subject leaders we realised that it was time 
for another iteration of the Big Bible Story 

and that we needed to make it accessible to 
schools to use with their whole staff as part 
of inset. Therefore, we updated the script to 
make the links to theological concepts very 
clear and we included a modern example of 
the kingdom of God.

This time we created two boxes of props 
that schools can borrow, a PowerPoint 
version of the Big Bible Story for schools to 
use in staff meetings and a staff meeting 
package to take teachers through the 
theological concepts and how they link to 
our RE Guidelines. Since then both of the 
resource boxes have been constantly out  
in schools.  

This is a brief overview of our 
Big Bible Story.  
Our story begins as you might expect with 
a globe, an apple and a snake. We include a 
bundle of twigs and a toy ram to symbolise 
the narrative of Abram and Isaac because 
‘One day another father would send his 
son as a sacrifice to be the Great Rescuer’. 
We link Daniel (represented by a lion) and 
Jonah (represented by a whale) to their 
rescues: ‘events that whisper about God’s 
rescue plan’. Then as we introduce the 
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prophecies, we place an empty manger 
across the join between the two colours 
of fabric used to back the Old Testament 
and the New Testament parts of the Big 
Bible story. The New Testament includes 
a newspaper account of the feeding of the 
5,000 as well as a cross and an empty egg. 
Then to signify the coming of the Holy Spirit 
we have a battery tea light. To represent the 
kingdom of God we have included symbols 
for events in Acts but also a newspaper 
account of a modern church opening a 
foodbank to show that the Christian Church 
today is part of the kingdom of God. We end 
our Big Bible story as we place a crown to 
represent the new heaven and new earth 
and read the verse from Revelation 21:4 

‘And God himself will wipe every tear from 
their eyes. There will be no more death 
or mourning or crying or pain, for the old 
order of things has passed away… God’s 
dwelling place is now with his people’ 

The sequel…
Some teachers wanted to use the Big Bible 
Story with children, but our resource was 
written for staff training and so they have 
tweaked it themselves to create a version 
for their class.  We have now created a 
version for key stage one with EYFS and key 
stage two versions on the way.  

The 2018 SIAMS schedule has led to our 
further use for the Big Bible Story Resource.  

In the vision and leadership strand, schools 
are required to evaluate ‘To what extent 
is their school’s vision and its associated 
values grounded in a clear theology firmly 
rooted in the Christian narrative?’  

We have found our Big Bible Story a useful 
way of explaining what this phrase means 
to school leaders and enabling them to 
consider their school vision in this context.

The spin offs…
RE Subject leaders have used the Big Bible 
Story in staff meetings to develop teacher 
subject knowledge.

Some schools have used it as part of 
rolling out the Understanding Christianity 
resources to the whole staff.

Some schools have used simplified versions 
with the children.

One school use it at the start of every Pause 
Day so that the children can see how the 
work they are doing that day fits into the 
bigger narrative.

Summer term 2019 we asked the RE Subject leaders:  
how did you use the Big Bible Story Resources? Here are some responses

We have used the Big Bible Story as part of 
Understanding Christianity, I have also prepared a 
PowerPoint animated version to re-cap each time  
we start a new unit to hang it onto!

The Chandler CE Junior School

Used for staff meeting as a way to introduce the basis 
for Understanding Christianity - first in a series of staff 
meetings leading to roll out in autumn.

Long Ditton St Mary’s CE Junior School

Big Bible Story created during a Pause Day  
at St Nicolas CE Infant School, Guildford
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